
COVID-19 &
MARKETING
Advice and guidance
on maintaining
engagement with
your audiences
during this crisis.



COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organisation on March 11
2020. The international impact and response is developing minute by minute, but it's
clear that it  has created  unprecedented challenges for the world we all live in.
Countries, governments, businesses, workforces and families  across the world are
trying to navigate their way through the crisis.
 
Marketers face the difficult task of trying to support their businesses through this
critical time, whilst  considering what is, and what isn't, appropriate coming from their
brands. Many have the power to help - marketing drives commerce which in turn
drives the economy - but are unsure which is the best route forward. 
 
This document has been put together by our team with the intention to share advice,
guidance and examples of how to navigate the current challenge with care and
support for your audiences and communities, whilst also doing what you can to come
back stronger on the other side.

INTRO



UNSURE HOW TO
COMMUNICATE?

If you and your team are struggling
with what to say and how to say it,
you’re not alone. 
 
According to Litmus, only around a
quarter of email marketers feel
confident they have a solid plan in
place right now. Just under half say
they’ve got a plan, but are unsure if
it’s the right one. Over a quarter of
email marketers say they don’t have a
plan in place at all.Source: Litmus Blog 2020



HOW CONSUMERS ARE FEELING HOW BRANDS CAN HELP

Elevated fears Seeking reassurance

Overwhelmed Seeking simplicity

Over communicated to Seeking relevance 

Uncertain Seeking clarity

Scared Seeking safety

Economic uncertainty Seeking help

Lonely Seeking connections

Bored / trapped Seeking an escape



AUTHORITATIVE

WHAT DOES GOOD LOOK LIKE? 

Informative / service
messaging

EDUCATIONAL

Positive / brand
building

CULTURAL

Meaningful / staying
connected

EMPATHETIC

Considered positioning /
sympathetic

TIMELY

Relevant / useful

HELPFUL

Thoughtful / kind



RIGHT NOW, SUBSTANCE BEATS STYLE

PRET
Along with many other restaurant and
drinks brands, Pret offered 50% off and
free drinks for NHS workers.

LVMH
Reorganised factories to
produce sanitiser and ordered
40 million masks for France.

SAINSBURY'S
Email updates from the CEO
with direct responses to
customer feedback.



SIMPLE, RELEVANT MESSAGES ARE GREAT

NHS
Catch it, Kill it, Bin it message

NHS & HM GOVERNMENT
Promotion of key symptoms

HUMBLE 
Marketing Agency



HUMOUR CAN WORK, AS LONG AS IT SUITS YOUR BRAND AND
SUPPORTS GOVERNMENT AND WHO GUIDANCE. 

JARED
JEWELLERS 
Poking fun at toilet
paper panic-buyers
with this offer.

NANDO'S
RESTAURANTS
This chain takes a gentle jab at one
of their biggest rivals, whilst
promoting washing hands.

PORNHUB,
ISREAL
A set of four adverts
with a playful tone
around staying clean. 

PAUL POGBA,
MUFC
Pogba's ‘dab to beat
coronavirus’ message
with links to WHO.



FOR SOME BRANDS, THE SITUATION OFFERS AN OPPORTUNITY
TO DRIVE ACQUISITION & ENGAGEMENT WHILST DOING GOOD 

DISNEY+
Released an offer for new subscribers, as well
as an early release of Frozen 2 (no doubt a
subtle gift for parents at home with children). 

AMAZON
Amazon's Audible offered free
subscriptions for children whilst
schools are closed.



BUT BRANDS MUST BE VERY CAREFUL NOT TO COME ACROSS
OPPORTUNISTIC, INSENSITIVE OR PREJUDICED.

ASOS
This poorly timed advert with
chain mask generated a lot of
negative media attention.

HOUSE OF HOOD,
NZ
Insensitive promotion for this
local bar in New Zealand. 

VIC SMITH BEDS,
UK
This ad was recently banned
by ASA for it's racial slur.  



SOME SECTORS ARE MORE IMPACTED THAN OTHERS, SO
THESE BRANDS NEED TO THINK OF WAYS TO STAY SALIENT

GUINNESS 
Not a usual advert from the
brewer, but great example of
brand promotion with sensitivity.

JOE WICKS 
These PE workouts offered for free
and aimed at schoolchildren, have
generated a huge response.  

CONDÉ NASTE
The May issue focuses on
looking forward with
'destinations to dream about'. 



Check current and planned marketing activities to see if anything now seems
inappropriate. Consider the imagery in your content as well as the message.
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WHERE YOU CAN START:

2
Pause or redirect marketing spend away from areas that might now be a
waste, such as out-of-home or events.  

Look for opportunities to maintain engagement, but with a focus on genuine
customer care; you will lose if you come across as insincere or irrelevant.
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4 Avoid anything that comes across opportunistic and that could damage your
brand in the short or long-run such as price increases.

5 Collect as much data and feedback from customers as you can. Listen to what
they're asking you for and respond to them directly. 



USEFUL
RESOURCES

KANTAR WEBINAR
Kantar shares on this webinar insights from several analyses, sharing trends,

thought leadership and opportunities for brands.  

GARTNER
Research and tools to equip you during your initial response through to

sustaining your organisation during the pandemic and beyond.

REALLY GOOD EMAILS
Regularly updated showcase of emails that companies are sending out to

customers and employees concerning the pandemic and other emergencies.

https://consulting.kantar.com/the-global-impact-of-covid-19/
https://www.gartner.com/en/insights/coronavirus
https://reallygoodemails.com/categories/emergency/


CONTACT US
enquiries@celerity-is.com

www.celerity-is.com 


